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The test for a fighting brandThe test for a fighting brand

• Three differentiated newspapers {v,f} by Media24 and rival 
g by GNN
A t i t id d (t i l f )• Asymmetric two-sidedness (typical for newspapers), zero 
readers’ prices

• Number of readers of each newspaper depends on how• Number of readers of each newspaper depends on how 
many active newspapers (diversion)

• Demand for advertising is increasing in own readers and• Demand for advertising is increasing in own readers and 
depends on advertising prices p (as usual)

• Cost functions non-separable:Cost functions non separable:
VCM24+ Ff +Fv+FM24 VCg+ Fg
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The test for a fighting brandThe test for a fighting brand

Id ll h i h i l i h d i i i f• Ideally what is the marginal cost to compare with advertising price for a 
price-cost test? 
– The cost of managing and printing an ad, very small up to capacity (pages g g p g y p p y (p g

could be expanded). Not a standard price-predation environment
– What matters here is if keeping Forum alive was a predatory strategy

• Some mess in both sides’ claims, e.g. M24 claimed Forum was not a predator, because g p
when GNN exited, its market share went to Vista and not Forum... Totally irrelevant

• Why do we use a price-cost test normally? In general, because there is 
no good economic reason to price below costs, this is “patently” g p , p y
suboptimal and thus possibly predatory
– We could move on and state that any non-profit maximizing p>c’ can also 

be predatory but we normally do not follow this way to avoid thebe predatory, but we normally do not follow this way to avoid the 
“chilling” effect on competition of type-II errors

• Here the discussion is: keeping Forum alive seemed to be suboptimal. 
Why was Forum kept alive? A i l i t k ? O fi hti b d?
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Why was Forum kept alive? A simple mistake? Or a fighting brand?



A theory of predatory mistakes?y y

O h d h li f ll f i k ( h• On one hand, we may argue that our lives are full of mistakes (e.g. that 
of the organizers who asked me to talk in this section), so what?

– It seems not a good test, that of “mistakes = predation”
• We could end up with a theory that contemplates social responsibility for dominant firms not 

to make mistakes? The others can instead err…

• On the other hand, this is not the point. What matters is whether 
keeping Forum alive was patently a mistake and then a conscious 
oneone

– But here I see a lot of troubles: a VERY, VERY difficult judgment! With possibly 
large chilling consequences by condemning Media24

• Why a difficult judgment?
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A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• The decision to stay in the market for a multi-brand firm must be based on:
1. Diversion of revenues and redeployable costs to the other brand: an estimate of a 

(net) opportunity costs (Econ 101)
2. Analysis of avoidable costs: do not do any arbitrary cost allotment for common 

costs (accounting measures irrelevant and misleading here) and what can be 
avoided depends on time horizon (Econ 201)

3. Replicate all these estimates for the future: requires estimates of future prospects 
in the market (Econ 301)

4. Add the real-option value of exiting, if irreversibility is proven (Econ 401)
Enough? NOEnough? NO
5. Actually the decision set is even larger: {stay, exit, take-over GNN, sell to GNN…}
6. If you face a rival who is taking the same decision, exit or stay, the optimal-

equilibrium strategy could be in mixed strategy: randomize (Advanced Gameequilibrium strategy could be in mixed strategy: randomize (Advanced Game 
Theory PhD)

– Here a predatory strategy could be randomizing with a suboptimal probability distribution… 
impossible to test!
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impossible to test!

• Can we be confident to properly asses all these?



A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• Given all these:

Fi t l i th “ t ti ” S ti 8(d)(i ) t d th t– First, applying the “automatic” Section 8(d)(iv) seems unwarranted: that 
section really appears to be crafted for “standard” (marginal)cost-price tests 
(e.g. it does not deal with Avoidable costs), using this to interpret the 
“marginal” decision of keeping Forum alive requires some real stretchmarginal  decision of keeping Forum alive requires some real stretch

• Interestingly Commission excluded the opportunity costs because estimates not accurate

– “Fortunately” the case was only relevant under Section 8(c) where at least 
the burden of the proof was reversedthe burden of the proof was reversed

• Now, were the Commission and the Tribunal convincing about the 
conscious and thus predatory mistake?p y
– The answer (and the devil) is in the details, but I haven’t been convinced
– And the chilling effects are potentially large

L t h t i d• Let me argue why not convinced
– Direct predation intent: not an expert in linguistics (if you honestly compete 

with a rival, you may have “a plan to eliminate the competitor”), slippery slope
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– Indirect (economic) intent: issues



A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• Indirect (economic) intent:• Indirect (economic) intent: 

– Forum’s negative accounting profits for 9 years before
– Timing of closure: Forum was making losses and closed just after GNN exited, 

whilst it was precisely the moment to profit, “no economic rationale” for this 
behavior, this has been considered extremely suspect behavior…

– Recoupment: higher profitability of Vista after exit of both GNN and Forum is 
hardly surprising

– And what about the risk of re-entry? Dismissed quicklyAnd what about the risk of re entry? Dismissed quickly
• Defence stated that the option value to exit should be accounted in opportunity cost: correct but 

one should convince exist decision is (at least partially) irrevresible, no discussion

– Can one claim Media24 had a deep pocket and better access to finance than 
GNN? No much discussion
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A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• Indirect (economic) intent:• Indirect (economic) intent: 

– Forum’s negative accounting profits for 9 years before
– Timing of closure: Forum was making losses and closed just after GNN exited, 

whilst it was precisely the moment to profit, “no economic rationale” for this 
behavior, this has been considered extremely suspect behavior…

– Recoupment: higher profitability of Vista after exit of both GNN and Forum is 
hardly surprising

– And what about the risk of re-entry? Dismissed quicklyAnd what about the risk of re entry? Dismissed quickly
– Can one claim Media24 had a deep pocket and better access to finance than 

GNN? No much discussion

Let me just focus on these: and show with these two examples why I 
did not see bullet-proof indirect economic intent of predation
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A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• Negative profits

M24(f,g)=Rv(f,g)+Rf(f,g)-VCv-VCf-Fv-Ff-FM24 M24(0,g)=Rv(0,g)-VCv-Fv-FM24

[I could account also for redeployable costs, but reasoning unchanged]

If GNN open: keep f open iff– If GNN open: keep f open iff

M24(f,g)-M24(0,g)= Rf(f,g)-VCf-Ff-[Rv(0,g)-Rv(f,g)]>0

• Notice common costs apportionment little sense in this analysis, as well as 
the associated negative accounting profits, Rf(f,g)-VCf-Ff-% FM24 , g g p , f( ,g) f f M24 ,
documented for 9 years as a proof of predation intent

• In these 9 years almost always  (f g)  (0 g)>0 !
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• In these 9 years almost always M24(f,g)-M24(0,g)>0 !



A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• Timing of closure

“There is no economic rationale for keeping For m open hen GNN as open &– “There is no economic rationale for keeping Forum open when GNN was open & 
close Forum when GNN closed” Are we sure?

• M24 replied stating that economic conditions worsened after GNN closed, 
b t thi i t d d!but this is not needed!

– If GNN open: keep f open iff M24(f,g)-M24(0,g)= Rf(f,g)-VCf-Ff-[Rv(0,g)-Rv(f,g)]>0
– If GNN closed: f open iff       M24(f,0)-M24(0,0)=Rf(f,0)-VCf-Ff-[Rv(0,0)-Rv(f,0)]>0
– What we need for an economic rationale is

 (f g)  (0 g)>0>  (f 0)  (0 0)M24(f,g)- M24(0,g)>0> M24(f,0)- M24(0,0)

which is possible if -[Rf(f,0)-Rf(f,g)]+{Rv(0,0)-Rv(f,0)- [Rv(0,g)-Rv(f,g)]}>0
The first is negative are we sure the second is non positive? NO we ratherThe first is negative, are we sure the second is non positive? NO we rather 
expect the opposite: Vista’s revenue gain of not having Forum in the market is 
typically larger when GNN is not in the market rather than when GNN is in the 
market (first order vs. second order but of different products!) Irony, this can be 
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( p ) y,
interpreted as an analysis of recoupment!



A VERY difficult judgmentA VERY difficult judgment
• Timing of closure

– “There is no economic rationale for keeping Forum open when GNN was open & 
close Forum when GNN closed” Are we sure?

NO, we may indeed have a good and standard economic rationale for closing 
Forum iff GNN was closed!

• For all these reasons I was not convinced of the robustness of the 
proofs of indirect predatory intent
– Better avoid the risk of type II error
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